Abstract. For background modeling, the conventional Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a popular approach. However, because of the inappropriate parameters updating method, GMM often suffers from a problem that it cannot classify a pixel into background or foreground correctly for longtime. In the paper, we proposed a new parameters updating method for GMM, and built background model for every pixel and global foreground model for the entire image. We presented an improved object detection and tracking scheme based on the proposed approach. The experimental results show the proposed GMM parameters updating method, together with the object detection and tracking framework, give better performance than the conventional Gaussian Mixture Modeling algorithm.
Introduction
The detection of regions of interest is the important step in many computer vision applications, such as visual surveillance, event detection, image understanding etc. A general object detection technique is desired, but it is very difficult to detect objects even unknown objects under complex environments. So many computer vision applications assume stable environments or few changes in scenes, in which the background model is trained and foreground regions are obtained via the difference between current frame and the background model, the task of object detection implementation is straightforward. The process is called background subtraction.
In recent years, many researchers have proposed various background modeling and subtraction algorithms. Background modeling methods consists of pixels-based and blocks-based [1] . Background modeling based on pixels builds models according to every pixel's distribution information in time fields. In [2] each pixel is modeled by a Gaussian model. From that, Gaussian models are more and more used in background subtraction. Friedman et al. N. Friedman and S. Russell [3] proposed Mixture of Gaussians in traffic surveillance, each pixel consists of three Gaussian components corresponding to car, road and shadow respectively. Stauffer et al. C. Stauffer [4] proposed more general Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) method. The adaptive background subtraction approach models each pixel as a mixture of Gaussians and uses on-line approximation to update the model. Elgammal et al. [5] proposed a nonparametric background modeling method, which utilizes general nonparametric kernel density estimation techniques for building statistical representations of the foreground and the background without any assumptions about the underlying distributions. Y. Ren et al. [6] proposed a new background subtraction approach, which can deal with non-stationary scenes. The method classified a pixel in the current frame into foreground or background based on the temporally and spatially modeled distribution of each background pixel. After that, object detection with nonstationary background is referred to by more and more researchers. In [7] , the authors proposed a new Gaussian matching criteria and reduced the calculation burden.
Background modeling based on blocks segments the frame into blocks, background model is then built using features of each block. Compared with pixel-based method, block-based method can utilize more spatial distribution information and is insensitive to local changes in the scene. Matsuyama et al. T. Matsuyama et al. [8] used normalized vector distance measure correlation between different image blocks. In [9] , LBP (Local Binary Pattern) histogram in each pixel's neighborhood is used to represent the background model. The drawback of these algorithms is that the obtained moving objects regions are coarse and are not suitable for precise object segmentation. In [10] , the authors proposed an efficient hierarchical method for background subtraction, the method combines pixel-based and block-based approaches into a single framework, and these two approaches are complementary to each other.
In this paper, we propose a new object detection algorithm based on an improved Gaussian Mixture Model. The algorithm uses Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach to update the GMM parameters and builds background and foreground models with GMM respectively. The new pixel is classified as background or foreground according to these two models. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can improved the precision and performance than the conventional GMM approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the conventional GMM algorithm, the proposed algorithm is detailed in Section 3, and the experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, brief conclusions are given in Section 5.
Proposed Object Detection Algorithm
In this paper, we propose a new object detection algorithm based on an improved Gaussian Mixture Model. The algorithm uses Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach to update the parameters of the Gaussian Mixture Models. Then every pixel is classified as background or foreground, the algorithm maintain background and foreground model, respectively. The flow chart of the entire algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 : The above equation is hard to optimize, so we adopt the following two steps:
Step 1. Estimate the probability of the pixel belongs to each Gaussian component, it can be computed as:
Step 2. Estimate the parameters of each Gaussian component:
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The proposed algorithm is as follows.
Step 1. Build background and global foreground models with the first image sequences according to Eq. 4 and Eq. 10-12.
Step 2. For new observations, classify it as background pixel if the pixel matches its background models with predefined high probability, and update the corresponding Gaussian component parameters and weights of other components, go to step 5, else go to step 3.
Step 3. If the pixel matches foreground model with high probability, update the foreground model, go to step 5, else go to step 4.
Step 4. If the pixel does not match the foreground model with high probability, classify it as background model, and build new Gaussian component to add it to its background model or replace the Gaussian component with lowest weight.
Step 5. For new image frames, repeat Steps 2-4 until end.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we run our algorithm and the conventional GMM method on several widely used datasets. The algorithms are implemented using MATLAB 2013a on a Pentium IV, 2.40GHz, 4G RAM computer. The datasets come from PETS2001 [11] , the resolution of the images is 768×576. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 , the left columns are the results of the conventional GMM, and the right columns below are the results of the proposed algorithm. Fig. 2 tracking results of the conventional GMM and the proposed algorithm From the experiment, we can see that for the inappropriate parameters updating method of the conventional GMM approach, the algorithm cannot track objects longtime and precisely. Because accurate parameters updating method, our proposed algorithm can track object precisely.
Due to limited space, we show an experiment here, and several other experiments also demonstrate the efficiency and precision of our algorithm.
Conclusion
In this work, we adopt a new parameters updating method for Gaussian Mixture Model, and build global foreground model to detect objects in image sequences. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. But the method need more computation resources to fulfil the parameters updating process than the conventional GMM. In the future, we will make improvements to speed up the algorithm without loss of precision.
